PROVIDING
HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS

WELCOME TO

Taking care of hospitality…
From premium bathroom
towelling to crisp, clean bed linen
and luxurious cotton table linen,
we continue to excel in an
industry that itself thrives on the
pursuit of excellence!

For over ninety years, Celtic Linen has
been the byword for fresh, quality
linen. Now under new ownership, our
commiment to innovation and service
delivery is taking care of customers in
every corner of Ireland.

Taking care of healthcare…
As partner supplier to some of
Ireland’s largest hospitals, our
linen and scrubs services operate
to the highest standards of hygiene
and infection control. We also
operate a highly successful
direct-to-ward linen system.

As the trusted linen rental partner to some of the
best-known hotels and hospitals in the country,
we deliver over one million items of linen weekly.
From sourcing only premium quality linens to
implementing the best in new technologies and
equipment, we are committed to innovation and
customer service delivery across all aspects of
processing, production and performance.
Make us your linen partner and we’ll take care
of your customers, together.
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RISK ANALYSIS
BIO CONTAMINATION
CONTROL (RABC)
STANDARD
YOU CAN REST ASSURED
WITH OUR APPROACH TO
QUALITY ASSURANCE

At Celtic Linen we fully comply with RABC,
and are proud to have achieved EN14065 RABC
certification. This certification enables us to
actively and consistently review our hospital
healthcare systems and provides evidence that
every aspect of the service is being delivered
safely. This standard supports us to operate at
the highest industry standards and to exceed
compliance with HSG (95) 18.
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An EU-wide standard, RABC is
essential for continually ensuring the
microbiological quality of laundry
and is a vital infection control tool.
Key aspects of the system are the
implementation of strict plant and process
hygiene controls which are developed through
risk and evidence based assessments.
Validation of these controls by external
expertise allows us to ensure that best
practice techniques are in place to guarantee
the correct decontamination of hospital
linen and to assist in the prevention of
Healthcare Associated Infections.
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VSO LINEN INVENTORY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

More and more Celtic Linen customers use
this Linen Inventory Management System
to reduce costs, save time, reduce their
housekeeping effort and ensure there
are sufficient levels of stock available.
Why is VSO better?

HOW DOES
IT WORK?

There are four stages of the VSO process:
COUNT — The customer will count the linen stock and
submit these figures on an agreed day once a week.
CALCULATE — Once the count is entered, the system
will calculate quantity required to increase/reduce
buffer stock. This adjustment will be made to your next
scheduled delivery.
REVIEW — We will work together to review your order
schedule and amend where necessary in line with
anticipated requirements.
DELIVER — Celtic Linen will deliver intelligently managed
quantities of stock.

—	Better stock control & linen room management
— Less labour
—	Submitting a linen count once a week is easier, saves
time and reduces administration.
— More consistent deliveries and invoices.
—	Gives you a ‘buffer’, helping to prevent stock issues
from ever becoming critical

SETTING NEW STANDARDS
FOR HOSPITAL SCRUBS

SCRUBEX
SCRUB VENDING
SOLUTION

ScrubEx Small holds 48 suits (capacity for
approximately 40 staff before refilling).
ScrubEx Medium holds 64 suits (capacity
for approximately 55 staff before refilling).
ScrubEx Large holds 128 suits (capacity for
approximately 100 staff before refilling).

Maintaining a consistent and accurate supply
of scrubs is a significant problem for hospitals.
Celtic Linen’s innovative ScrubEx System has the
simple yet incredibly effective solution! Perfect
for any size hospital, it results in approximately
20% reduction in scrub usage.

ScrubEx is a vending machine that dispenses
to and receives scrubs from authorised users.
Each transaction takes about twenty seconds,
and is recorded against a user’s hospital
ID badge. Once a user has reached their
dispensing limit, used scrubs must be returned
before additional clean ones can be dispensed.
Benefits to hospital management include a
significant reduction in usage and costs; and
ease of set-up, reporting and administration.
Tidy and hygienic, ScrubEx is the 24/7 alwayson scrub solution.

NURSING
HOME

SERVICES

A UNIQUE CARE ENVIRONMENT
DESERVES A TAILOR-MADE
CARE SERVICE

From experience we know that nursing home
requirements can change over the duration of a
service contract. That’s why we work with our
clients on an ongoing basis to ensure the service
you receive will always be exactly right for your
unique needs.

With over thirty years’ experience in this area,
Celtic Linen’s client-centered solutions are
based on the unique needs of Irish healthcare
services. Nursing homes of all sizes use our
extensive range of products, all of which
have been tried and tested in the healthcare
environment. Renting linen from us not only
saves your staff time and you a significant
financial outlay on stock, but ensures quality:
our processes are fully certified to provide
clinically clean laundry each and every time.

Reach Us
053 91 65700
1890 236 743
info@celticlinen.ie
www.celticlinen.ie
Y35 Y20F
Rosslare Road
Drinagh
Wexford
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